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one

Use the clues to help find the meaning of the underlined word.

Write one example in each box.

joke.
She chuckled at the very silly
silly joke.

A noun is a:
place
thing

What does chuckle mean?

person

love

Clues!

Start at the dot.
Trace the letter
5 times. Then
use the lines.

Fix the sentence. Write it correctly on the lines.

he is shopping

mock
You mock something
if you make fun of it.

c
c
cc cc
cc

The 3rd graders made a graph about the color of their bikes.

[verb]

Draw a picture of the word.

idea

Bike Colors
1. _______ children have a
blue bike.

5
4
3

2. _______________ is the
color of 4 bikes.

2
1
red

blue

black

pink

3. ____________ is the color of the least number of bikes.

4. _______ more bikes are black than are blue.

Luke had 8 toy trucks. He
lost 5 of them. How many
trucks does he have left?

4 + 2 = ______

A triangle has 3 sides. Trace each
triangle. Then write 1,2,3 next to
each side.

14 + 2 = ______

5 tens 7 ones
24 + 2 = ______

o 12

o 75

o 57
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two
Learning to ride a bike was easy for Hope. She
thought it was a piece of cake.
What does piece of cake mean?

Circle the complete sentences. Cross out the fragments.

1. We at the store.

2. The cat is mine.

3. It’s time to go.

4. Where the book?

c

Write a sentence that tells about the first day of school.

cc cc
cc

My sentence has:

 correct capitals  correct punctuation  best try at spelling  makes sense

Sight Words
Write one letter in each box. Spell
the words correctly.

very

s a id
again
because

The baker made 12 cakes.
Then she baked 4 more.
How many cakes did she
bake in all?

c

Break apart each word. Write the suffix and its meaning, the
base word, and a simple definition for each word.
word

suffix means

base word

running

-ing = action

run

swimming

-ing = action

swim

hopping

-ing = action

hop

winning

-ing = action

definition

the act of
running
the act of
swimming

grabbing
Write the time.

54 – 10 = ______

86 – 10 = ______

3 dimes

o 10¢

o 30¢

o $3.00
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three

Write ck, ke, or k to finish each word.

tu____

loo____

wee____

sti____

stro____

de____

tru____

Abstract nouns are nouns you can’t touch. They are
ideas. The nouns in the sentence are underlined.
Circle the noun that is abstract (an idea).

Hitting his nose gave the boy pain.
Start at the dot.
Trace the letter
5 times. Then
use the lines.

is the frog hopping

mock
You mock something
if you make fun of it.

[verb]

a
a
ac ac
aa

Write the number in
word form:

Write the number in
expanded form:

Examples or synonyms:

Nonexamples or antonyms:

This week Channing read 8
books. Jackie read 7 books.
How many books did they
read in all?

Write 3 number
sentences that equal 25.

25
tens

ones

Match.

2 + 2 + 2 =______
3 twos = ______

eighty-nine

98

9 tens 8 ones

90

9 tens

3 + 3 + 3 + 3 =______
4 threes = ______

89

Which picture shows a half?

o

o

o
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sixty-three
Write tch or ch to finish each word.

tea____

su____

ma____

ha____

lun____

sti____

A pronoun takes the place of a noun.
Draw lines to match the pictures to the correct pronoun.

it

them

oily
wish
bride
bite

is mara wilson the actor in matilda

Write the number
in expanded form:

prefer
You prefer something
if you like it better than
something else.

[verb]

Examples or synonyms:

100 more
100 less

Draw the base-10 blocks:
=1

=10

=100

Draw money to make
$6.98.

she

10 more
10 less

698

Nonexamples or antonyms:

Circle true or false.

698 is closer to 675
than 700.

TRUE
There were 159 deer in the
woods. Some deer ran
away. There are still 44
deer. How many deer ran
away?

Complete the table.
number
of cars
number
of tires

1 2 3 4
4

FALSE

What number do the base-10
blocks show?

Complete the drawings and answer.

159

?

____ + ____ + ____ = ____

sixty-four
6 candles on each cake.
44

There are _____ candles in all.

Two-fifths of the shape is shaded.
Two-fifths is 2 out of ___ equal parts.

o3 o

2

o5
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Add -or to the end of each word.

collect____

act____

auth____

Answer the question. Remember to capitalize the title!

What is the last book you read?

Use one of the words to complete the sentence.

She’s a serious sticker _____________.
Write a sentence about something you enjoy learning.

My sentence has:

 correct capitals  correct punctuation  best try at spelling  makes sense

Sight Words

a forest

Use a word in the box to complete
each sentence.

thread
veto
ribs
lost

Would you rather be…
Use complete sentences.

a street

my opinion:

whole hole better didn’t
strong reason #1

1. We dug a deep _______.

strong reason #2

strong reason #3

2. They ate a _______ pizza.
3. He _______ sleep well.
4. I hope you feel ________.
Last year, the carpenter built
some cabinets. This year she
built 36 more. Altogether
she built 98 cabinets. How
many of the cabinets were
built last year?

This is a group of 5 balloons.
3 balloons are dotted.

There are 18 beads. Eveline
puts 3 beads on each string.

/5 of the balloons are dotted.

3

/5 is ___ out of ___ equal parts.
:

3

?

36

98

She uses ______ strings.

o 5:55
o 11:25
o 4:55
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sixty-five
I can describe how and why a character changes.

Learning the Hard Way
My mom has lots of rules. One of her rules is to put your toys away. Another rule is no
running in the house. I don’t always follow her rules, but I learned the hard way that I
should. Last month my sister and I were chasing each other through the kitchen and living
room when I slipped on a Lego and wham! I fell and broke my leg. It hurt so much I cried.
Mom took me to the hospital where the doctor took an X-ray and gave me a cast. I got to
choose any color, so I chose glow-in-the-dark. My cast is awesome, but it itches all the time.
I had to learn how to walk with crutches. Sometimes I use them to bug my sister. She hates
when I poke her with my crutch, so I keep doing it. Mom says I shouldn’t pester my sister.
Maybe I had better listen to my mom this time—I’d hate to end up with another broken leg!

What lesson did the boy learn?


that bugging his sister is fun



that there are rules for a reason



that the doctor doesn’t like toys

Use clues in the story to tell how the main character changed from the beginning to the end of the story.

The event that caused
the character to change was…

The character’s thoughts and
feelings at the beginning…

How did the character
feel about what happened to
him?

The character’s thoughts and
feelings at the end…
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one hundred twenty-six

remain [verb]

Something remains if it stays after other
things are gone.

Write the past tense of each verb.

Now I ____.

Would you rather remain home on a snowy day or
go outside? Why?

Yesterday I __________.

do
put

I and Cid seen an faun fish and birds at daun

Kenya
Kroger
Kleenex

vengeful

Number Line Facts

You are vengeful
if you want to hurt someone
who has hurt you.

Show the first fact on the top number line. Show the second fact on the
bottom number line.

[adjective]

3 × 8 = 24

What meaning does this
word have in your life?
My connection to the word:

8 × 3 = ______
What do you notice?

A jar of spaghetti sauce costs
$3. How much would you
pay for 9 jars?

8+5=
38 + 5 =

A rectangle has opposite sides that
are the same length. All 4 sides
are straight. Could this square
also be a rectangle? Explain.

438 + 5 =
____________________

7 + 16 =
27 + 16 =
527 + 16 =

__________________

sides
angles
parallel
straight

A number has 3 tens and 65 ones.
What is the number?

o 365 o 68 o 95
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one hundred twenty-seven
Cross out the words with a different vowel sound than paw.

2 subjects = verb — s

sauce law away hawk dawn Write the verb in parentheses correctly in the sentence.
crawl launch mask because Gems ____________ (sparkle) prettily.
pause aunt jaw awake laugh They ____________ (walk) home.
Trace. Then write it twice.

Write a sentence about your favorite author.

Kansas

My sentence has:

 correct capitals  correct punctuation  best try at spelling  makes sense

Sight Words

Open a book. Hunt for words to list in each box.

Write each word in the box it fits.

careful huge idea probably
 Proper nouns need capitals!

Cicely’s story is 15 pages
long. It is 3 times longer than
Gillis’s story. How many
pages long is Gillis’s story?

615

—

585

It’s 7:20.
In 40 minutes
it’s time for
Angela to go
to bed.
When is Angela’s bedtime?
______________

The difference between 615
and 585 is ______.

4 hundreds 16 ones = _____

o 416 o 506 o 460

one hundred seventy-eight
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excellence: being at a high standard or level

His paintings all show an excellent use of color.
What’s the shared base word of the underlined words?

Some nouns
that end in o…

Singular: ___________

…make plural
by adding s.

Plural: _____________

avas coffing was breif but it woke the babys

I hope that I can
influence other
people to…

Walt
walks
wildly.

area: the measure of space inside a shape
Decompose each figure into smaller rectangles. Find the area of the
smaller rectangles. Add to find the area of the larger figure.
4 cm
1 cm

2 cm
1 cm
2 cm

2 cm
3 cm

5 cm

3 cm

1 cm

1 cm

5 cm

4 cm

area: ______ cm2
At the bakery, there are 427
doughnuts. 290 of them are
glazed and the rest are
sprinkled. How many of the
doughnuts are sprinkled?

3 cm

1 cm

2 cm

2 × 3 = ______
20 × 3 = ______
5 × 6 = ______
50 × 6 = ______
9 × 9 = ______
90 × 9 = ______

area: ______ cm2
Round to the nearest 10.

291

348

654

106

780

997

÷8=9
o 64 o 17 o 72
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one hundred seventy -nine

Add the missing punctuation marks to fix the sentences.

Write the word that completes the sentence.

nudge

(touch softly)

shake

jostle

It’s hot out said Mei but I’m chilly.

(push)

That picture frame is a little bit crooked;
gently ___________ it back into place.

Could you ride a comet I wondered.

Write a complex sentence.

My sentence has:

 correct capitals  correct punctuation  best try at spelling  makes sense

Yes,
Yudai
yawns.

Show the multiplication fact in 4 different ways.

Sight Words

repeated addition

Unscramble the letters.

picture of sets

believe person break thought

e o s p n r _______________
e e e l i b v _______________

area

4×7

array

u g h t h t o _______________
bkare___________________
At the ballpark, 883 liters of
soda and 564 liters of water
were sold. How many more
liters of soda were sold than
water?

36 ÷ 4 = ____

36 ÷ 9 = ____

six-sixths is:



exactly 0



exactly 1/3



exactly 1

/6 and _____ make 1 whole .

6

one hundred eighty
24 ÷ 8 = ____

24 ÷ 3 = ____

o 3:43
o 4:43
o 8:20
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one hundred eighty
I can use clues to find the meaning of unknown words.

Carter’s Tomb
Nothing has focused the world’s attention on Egypt more than when Howard Carter discovered
King Tut’s tomb. When he was only 17 years old, Howard traveled to Egypt from his home in
\

London. His job was to draw copies of tomb decorations. While there, Howard developed a
love of Egypt and her history. He set aside art to become an archeologist, someone who
studies the past by finding ancient objects. By the early 1900s, most people thought that all the
ancient tombs had been discovered, but Howard Carter disagreed. He was certain that one
tomb still remained—the tomb of pharaoh, or king, Tutankhamun. Howard dug in the sand for
years with no success, but on November 4, 1922 all that changed. Howard Carter's team
found the steps leading into the ground. He made a small hole in the corner of the doorway
and looked in with a light. When asked if he could see anything, Carter replied, "Yes.
Wonderful things!" This was King Tut’s tomb, the most well preserved Egyptian tomb ever
found. Howard later worked for collectors and museums, but no discovery could ever match
the treasure trove of wealth he found in Egypt on that November day.

What does ancient mean?
What clues helped you figure it out?

Whisper read the passage to yourself. Rate your reading fluency.
Accuracy

Pace

I read the words
correctly.

I wasn’t too fast,
I wasn’t too slow.

Punctuation Like Talking Expression
I paused at the
punctuation marks.

I read smoothly,
not choppy.

I give the words
some feeling.

5 apples = perfect 4 apples = pretty good 3 apples = alright 2 apples = I could do better 1 apple = I didn’t try

Next time I will work on ________________________________________________.

